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01 Housing and homes

001
Visual layering as a spatial quality in contemporary Cypriot houses
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024034/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_001.pdf)
Christakis Chatzichristou, Elias Kranos

002
‘Dwellings’ then and now: A topological approach for privacy analysis of ‘Wada’ and modern houses
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024034/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_002.pdf)
Roopal Deshpande, Rajashree Kotharkar

003
Physical integration and ethnic housing segregation
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024034/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_003.pdf)
Anders Eika

004
Following the codes of rationalist architecture through a syntactic analysis of early Turkish examples
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024034/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_004.pdf)
Onur Erman, Figen Karaman

005
Neruda in construction: An analysis of his Chilean houses
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024034/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_005.pdf)
Franciney Carreiro de França, Margarita Greene, Frederico de Holanda

006
When luxury is necessary. Apartment projects in Recife – Brazil
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024034/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_006.pdf)
Cristiana Griz, Luiz Amorim

007
Configurational and morphological sustainability in social housing: The case of Cité Ouvrière in Mulhouse
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024034/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_007.pdf)
Fani Kostourou

008
Searching the genotypes: Architectural morphology of urban houses in the ancient city of Panam
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024034/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_008.pdf)
Farida Nilufar, Pushpita Eshika

009
Stating the need for an architectural design process: The role of the space syntax method in a case study of Western
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Australia project homes (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024034/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_009.pdf)
Francesca Perugia

010
Spatial hierarchy on vernacular houses in Eastern Black Sea Region, Turkey
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024034/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_010.pdf)
Merve Saatci, Deniz Erinsel Onder

011
Is there a Brazilian home? An overview of domestic space and modes of life
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024034/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_011.pdf)
Edja Trigueiro
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The Bartlett Space Syntax Laboratory (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/https://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/space-syntax)

(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/)

02 Architecture and complex buildings

012
Teaching network and agent-based models to architecture students
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_012.pdf)
Kinda Al_Sayed, Sam Griffiths, Kayvan Karimi

013
Spatial and social patterns of an urban interior – The architecture of SANAA
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_013.pdf)
Marcela Aragüez, Sophia Psarra

014
Slicing the cake: An isovist-based analysis of computerised workplace configuration
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_014.pdf)
Mateus Paulo Beck

015
Disciplined informality: Assembling unprogrammed spatial practices in three public libraries in Medellín
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_015.pdf)
Cauê Capillé, Sophia Psarra

016
A study on the design methodologies for activating large-scale underground commercial complexes
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_016.pdf)
Young Ook, Jae Hee Chung, Eun Mi Kong, Haengwoo Shin, Junu Heo

017
Towards a methodology to assess adaptability in educational spaces: An entropy approach to space syntax
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_017.pdf)
Carolina Coelho, Mário Krüger

018
Production of spatial complexity in an educational building
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_018.pdf)
Xiaoling Dai, Qi Dong, Junhui Guo

019
Spatial layout and spontaneous behaviour for people with dementia: A study of adult day-care centres
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_019.pdf)
Congsi Hou, Gesine Marquard

020
Cultural events and their location patterns in the ‘Beyoğlu’ urban area
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(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_020.pdf)
Güzin Yeliz Kahya

021
Analysis of airport configuration and passenger behaviour
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_021.pdf)
Sofia Kalakou, Filipe Moura, Valério Medeiros

022
…and avoidance (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_022.pdf)
Daniel Koch

023
Spatial databases: Generating new insights on office design and human behaviours in the workplace
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_023.pdf)
Petros Koutsolampros, Kerstin Sailer, Ros Pomeroy, Martin Zaltz Austwick, Andy Hudson-Smith, Rosie Haslem

024
Seeing and being seen inside a museum and a department store. A comparison study in visibility and co-presence
patterns (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_024.pdf)
Su Jin Kwon, Kerstin Sailer

025
Experiencing three-dimensional museum environments: An investigation of the Ashmolean Museum and the Museum
of Scotland (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_025.pdf)
Athina Lazaridou, Sophia Psarra

026
Elements of design in workplace environment: Pre and post studies
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_026.pdf)
Fernanda Lima Sakr, Rosica Pachilova, Phil Hutchinson, Colin Macgadie

027
Choreographing collaborative academic experiences: The ‘quiet building’ and the ‘airport lounge’
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_027.pdf)
Yelena McLane

028
Structural correlations between architecture, music end cinema: Rhythmical description of the Parthenon frieze
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_028.pdf)
Katerina Michalopoulou, Antonis Touloumis

029
The gadget building: An overview on contemporary football stadiums
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_029.pdf)
Cristiano Nascimento, Luiz Amorim

030
Building circulation typology and space syntax predictive measures
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_030.pdf)
Asya Natapov, Saskia Kuliga, Ruth Conroy Dalton, Christoph Hölscher

031
Size and complexity of hospitals matter for quality of care: A spatial classification of NHS buildings
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_031.pdf)
Rosica Pachilova, Kerstin Sailer

032
Space codes in architectural teaching and learning
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_032.pdf)
Andrea Pera Vieira, Mário Krüger

033
The Apple story: Spatial, functional and cultural parameters in branded architecture
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_033.pdf)
Chrystala Psathiti, Kerstin Sailer, Garyfalia Palaiologou
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034
The spatial and social organisation of teaching and learning: The case of Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_034.pdf)
Kerstin Sailer

035
Distribution of shoppers in multilayered shopping complex: Estimation of shopper density considering escalators,
elevators, stairs (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_035.pdf)
Natsumi Saruyama, Tatsuya Kishimoto

036
Comparing the use of actual space and virtual space: A case study on Beijing’s Wangfujing area
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/10/SSS10_Proceedings_036.pdf)
Qiang Sheng, Ning Liu

037
Spatial concepts in museum theory and practice
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_037.pdf)
Kali Tzortzi

038
Use of an online interactive space analysis tool to understand student perceptions of four secondary schools
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024038/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_038.pdf)
Joseph Williams, Kerstin Sailer, Richard Priest
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03 Urban morphology and history

041
Brasilia – Monitoring and trends of urban growth, spatial densities and territorial conflicts
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_041.pdf)
Rafael Sanzio Araújo dos Anjos, Rodrigo de Oliveira Vilela Vilela, Ana Clara Bolzon Santos, Jade Oliveira

051
Brasília: Fragmented metropolis
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_051.pdf)
Frederico de Holanda, Valério Medeiros, Rômulo Ribeiro, Andréa Moura

040
Evolving syntactic structures of Baghdad: Introducing ‘transect’ as a way to study morphological evolution
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_040.pdf)
Dhirgham Alobaydi, Mahbub Rashid

047
From sea to land: A study of two settlements in Eyjafjörður, Iceland
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_047.pdf)
Ida Feltendal

053
Historic Persian caravanserais: Climatic effects and syntactic configuration
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_053.pdf)
Ashkan Mansouri, Erincik Edgü, Mehmet Emin Şalgamcıoğlu

058
Inner city ring roads: A comparative study of Munich and Stuttgart ()
Christian Schwander

050
Inter and intra buffer variability: A case study using scale
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_050.pdf)
S. Dawn Haynie

060
Migration and lag of centres during city growth
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_060.pdf)
Ermal Shpuza
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Morphological aspects of the old centre of Goiânia, Brazil
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content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_042.pdf)
Juliana Arrais, Valério Medeiros

059
Oxen in the backstreet: Tracing an old rural route within the modern city
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_059.pdf)
Kyung Wook Seo, Dahong Choe, Tsuyoshi Kigawa

054
Plotting urban growth: Fishing towns in southern Portugal, 1970-2014
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_054.pdf)
Itziar Navarro-Amezketa, Mafalda Batista Pacheco, Teresa Heitor

055
Setting up the metropolis: Unpacking the historical spatial cultures of London and Manhattan
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_055.pdf)
Garyfalia Palaiologou, Laura Vaughan

039
Spatial configuration of Erbil Citadel: Its potentials for adaptive re-use
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_039.pdf)
Ali Haider Al-Jameel, Dara Talaat Al-Yaqoobi, Wafaa Anwar Sulaiman

061
Spatial morphology of rebel cities: The cases of Madrid, Merida and Istanbul
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_061.pdf)
Elif Vurucular, Ayşen Ciravoğlu

048
The maps of the modern city: Brasília and the phases of a fragmentary urban configuration
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_048.pdf)
Catarina Fontes, Valério Medeiros

045
The rationale behind growth patterns: Socio-spatial configuration of Izmir, Turkey 1700s – 2010
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_045.pdf)
Işın Can, İrem İnce, Claudia Yamu

044
The spatial character of London’s railway terminus neighbourhoods
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_044.pdf)
Tom Bolton

046
Thinking spatial networks today: The ‘Vastu Shastra’ way
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_046.pdf)
Priyambada Das, Prachi Rampuria

052
Towards spatial network multiplicity: A reference to Bangkok
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_052.pdf)
Apiradee Kasemsook, Pheereeya Boonchaiyapruek

049
Understanding the spatial organisation of economic activities in early 19th century Antwerp
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_049.pdf)
Francesca Froy

057
Urban evolution of the Rio De Janeiro Port
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_057.pdf)
Carolina Rodriguez Dias, Maria Beatriz de Arruda Campos

056
Urbanity in Brasilia’s superblocks
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_056.pdf)
Manuela Ribeiro, Frederico de Holanda
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043
What can typology explain that configuration cannot?
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160422003939/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_043.pdf)
Meta Berghauser Pont, Lars Marcus
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The Bartlett Space Syntax Laboratory (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/https://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/space-syntax)
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04 Urban studies transport and mobility

062
The effect of spatial configuration on propensity for non-motorised journey to work: Case study of a gridded and a
nongridded American city (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_062.pdf)
Girmay Berhie, Saif Haq

063
The Capibaribe Park: Restructuring the urban fabric of the city of Recife by articulating public spaces
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_063.pdf)
Luiz Marcos Carvalho Filho, Werther Ferraz de Sá, Carolina Puttini, Circe Monteiro

064
Exploring the impact of road traffic impedance and built environment for vulnerability mapping of evacuation areas –
Case study of Hyderabad city (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_064.pdf)
Rajesh Chaturvedi, K S Rajan

065
Movement and the connectivity of streets: A closer look at route distribution and pedestrian density
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_065.pdf)
Eunyoung Choi, Daniel Koch

066
On the slopes of Vesuvius. Configuration as a thread between hazard and opportunity
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_066.pdf)
Valerio Cutini, Valerio Di Pinto

067
Momentum integration: The syntax of cycling
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_067.pdf)
Nicholas Sheep Dalton

069
Spatiotemporal analysis of the e-mobility system in Newcastle-Gateshead area
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_069.pdf)
Eiman ElBanhawy, Ruth Conroy Dalton

070
Calm after the storm: The configurational approach to manage flood risk in river-cities
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_070.pdf)
Angela Esposito, Valerio Di Pinto

071
Integrated sub-regional planning informed by weighted spatial network models: The case of Jeddah sub-regional
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system (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_071.pdf)
Kayvan Karimi, Ed Parham, Abhimanyu Acharya

072
Capturing patterns of shrinkage and growth in post-industrial regions: A comparative study of the Ruhr Valley and
Leipzig-Halle (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_072.pdf)
Kimon Krenz

073
Evaluating the impacts of an urban design project: Multi-phase analyses of Taksim Square and Gezi Park, Istanbul
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_073.pdf)
Ayşe Sema Kubat, Ozlem Ozer, F. Belgin Gumru, Gorsev Argin

074
How do UK regional commuting flows relate to spatial configuration?
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_074.pdf)
Stephen Law, Laurens Versluis

075
The hidden corruption of American regular grids: Why space syntax doesn’t work in the United States, when it looks
like it should (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_075.pdf)
Mark David Major

076
Shifting centralities in search of identity: The new ‘Heart of Doha’
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_076.pdf)
Velina Mirincheva

077
Measuring bikeability: Space syntax based methods applied in planning for improved conditions for bicycling in Oslo
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_077.pdf)
Tobias Nordström, Bendik Manum

078
Easiest paths for walking and cycling: Combining syntactic and geographic analyses in studying walking and cycling
mobility (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_078.pdf)
Pirouz Nourian, Franklin van der Hoeven, Samaneh Rezvani, Sevil Sariylidiz

079
The dialogic city: Towards a synthesis of physical and conceptual artefacts in urban community configurations
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_079.pdf)
Jamie O’Brien, Sophia Psarra

080
Pedestrian risk index for Irbid city, Jordan
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_080.pdf)
Bushra Bader Obeidat, Imad Akram Al-Hashimi

081
The arable city: Quantifying the potential for urban agriculture in the 21st century metropolis
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_081.pdf)
Paul Osmond, Linda Corkery, Sara Wilkinson, Susan Thompson, Scott Hawken

082
Comparative analyses on factors of the pedestrian numbers in a downtown area using space syntax indicators: Case
comparisons of Sakae-South, Nagoya CBD in Japan between 2005 and 2011
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_082.pdf)
Akira Ota, Yusuke Nakano, Toshiyuki Kaneda

083
The spatio-temporal routine of pedestrian movements in large cities: The case of Seoul
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_083.pdf)
Hoon-Tae Park

084
Exploring countrywide spatial systems: Spatio-structural correlates at the regional and national scales
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_084.pdf)
Miguel Serra, Bill Hillier, Kayvan Karimi
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085
2014 World Cup: A motivation for accessibility improvement in Porto Alegre, Brazil
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_085.pdf)
Claudio Mainieri de Ugalde, Andrea da Costa Braga, Décio Rigatti, Fábio Lúcio Zampieri

086
Identifying city-regional structures in Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_086.pdf)
Claudio Mainieri de Ugalde, Camila Fujita, Carlos Norberto Bauermann, Gilda Maria Franco Jobim

087
The effects of perceived and objective measures of home-environment on transportation and recreational walking
among children (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_087.pdf)
Demet Yesiltepe, Ayse Ozbil

088
The local spatial logic: Application of pedestrian model in Criciúma, Brazil
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_088.pdf)
Fábio Lúcio Zampieri, Andrea da Costa Braga, Cláudio Mainieri de Ugalde, Décio Rigatti

089
Combined impacts of configurational and compositional properties of street network on vehicular flow
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025412/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_089.pdf)
Yu Zhuang, Xiaoyu Song
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The Wayback Machine - https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk:80/category/05-land-use-studies-and-urban-economies/

The Bartlett Space Syntax Laboratory (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/https://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/space-syntax)

(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/)

05 Land use studies and urban economies

090
Modelling dependency networks to inform data structures in BIM and smart cities
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_090.pdf)
Kinda Al_Sayed, Mark Bew, Alan Penn, Dan Palmer, Tim Broyd

091
Distances, accessibilities and attractiveness: Urban form correlates of willingness to pay for dwellings examined by
space syntax based measurements in GIS
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_091.pdf)
Axel Heyman, Benedik Manum

092
The effects of accessibility factors on land values in the CBD of Izmir
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_092.pdf)
Emine Duygu Kahraman, Ayşe Sema Kubat

093
An empirical study on applying community detection methods in defining spatial housing submarkets in London
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_093.pdf)
Stephen Law, Kayvan Karimi, Alan Penn

094
Urban transactions: Investigating the relationship between spatial preference and spatial configuration in the city of
Leeds (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_094.pdf)
Kevin Muldoon-Smith, Paul Greenhalgh, Ruth Conroy Dalton, Seraphim Alvanides, Helen King, Bradley Sparkes

095
The architectural adaptation of urban economic life: Location, use and form of the commercial-residential building in
Cardiff (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_095.pdf)
Laura Narvaez, Alan Penn, Sam Griffiths

096
Social transformations, informal transformations. A study on configurational changes and their relationship with
urban dynamics in Vila Planalto
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_096.pdf)
Matías Ocaranza, Frederico de Holanda, Valério Medeiros

097
The effects of spatial relations in propertyled regeneration
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_097.pdf)
Ozlem Ozer, Turgay Kerem Koramaz, Elif Kisar Koramaz
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098
Understanding the roles of urban configuration on spatial heterogeneity and submarket regionalisation of house price
pattern in a mix-scale hedonic model: The case of Shanghai, China
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_098.pdf)
Yao Shen, Kayvan Karimi

099
An ecology of the suburban hedgerow, or: How high streets foster diversity over time
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_099.pdf)
Laura Vaughan, Ilkka Törmä, Ashley Dhanani, Sam Griffiths

100
Building density of parcels and block-faces from a syntactical, morphological and planning perspective
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_100.pdf)
Alice Vialard, Ann Carpenter

101
A study on spatial structure and functional location choice of the Beijing city in the light of Big Data
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423024043/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_101.pdf)
Tao Yang
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06 Spatial and social justice

102
Ethnic groups and spatial behaviour in Rotterdam’s neighbourhoods
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_102.pdf)
Lili Aghabeik, Akkelies van Nes

103
Disconnecting the territory: A diachronic configurational study about gated communities in Brasília
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_103.pdf)
Giuliana de Freitas, Valério Medeiros

104
Visibility affecting gender aspects in middle income group apartments in Dhaka
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_104.pdf)
Catherine Daisy Gomes

105
Reading the text as a city: The architectural chronotope in two nineteenth-century novels
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_105.pdf)
Sam Griffiths

106
Gender and urban space: The case of Sharjah, UAE
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_106.pdf)
Yasemin İnce Güney, Ayşe Sema Kubat

107
Karachi: The transformation and spatial politics of a post-colonial migrant city
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_107.pdf)
Sadaf Sultan Khan, Kayvan, Karimi

108
Streets for co-presence? Mapping potentials
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_108.pdf)
Ann Legeby, Meta Berghauser Pont, Lars Marcus

109
Interaction rituals and co-presence – Linking humans to humans in space syntax theory
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_109.pdf)
Lars Marcus
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Space and protest: A tale of two Egyptian squares
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(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_110.pdf)
Abdelbaseer A. Mohamed, Akkelies van Nes, Mohamed A. Salheen

111
Reflections on space syntax as sociospatial theory
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_111.pdf)
Vinicius Netto

112
Unjust urbanities – Spatially reinforcing patterns of segregation
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_112.pdf)
Caisa Olander

113
‘Planned’ political capitals: From conceptual ideas to lived constructs. The case of Washington DC, Brasilia, Abuja
and Astana (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_113.pdf)
Tania Oramas Dorta

114
Configurational characteristics of sociospatial segregation in Brazilian cities
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_114.pdf)
Timóteo Schroeder, Renato T. de Saboya

115
Successional segregation in Gerani, Athens: Unpacking the spatial structure of an immigrant quarter
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_115.pdf)
Athina Vlachou, Laura Vaughan

116
The spatial dimension of urban socioeconomic inequality: A study on five Brazilian cities
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025416/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_116.pdf)
Patrick Di Almeida Vieira Zechin, Frederico de Holanda
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07 Environmental and spatial cognition

117
Wayfinding to support urban exploration: Combining space syntax analysis with social media data for navigation
system design (https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025421/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_117.pdf)
Ricardo Andrade, Ava Fatah gen Schieck

118
Walking to school: The effects of street network configuration and urban design qualities on route selection
behaviour of elementary school students
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025421/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_118.pdf)
Gorsev Argin, Ayse Ozbil

119
Investigating the effect of urban form on the environmental appraisal of streetscapes
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025421/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_119.pdf)
Martin Bielik, Sven Schneider, Saskia Kuliga, Milan Valášek, Dirk Donath

120
Characterising place by scene depth
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025421/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_120.pdf)
Adam Davis, Sean Hanna, Francis Aish

121
Exploring isovists: The egocentric perspective
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025421/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_121.pdf)
Beatrix Emo

122
Raumsynth: An experimental setup for investigating the relationships between urban form and spatial experience
based on Fechner’s Method of Production
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025421/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_122.pdf)
Johannes Frölich, Sven Schneider, Saskia Kuliga, Martin Bielik, Dirk Donath

123
Using space syntax to analyse stress ratings of open public spaces
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025421/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_123.pdf)
Martin Knöll, Yang Li, Katrin Neuheuser, Annette Rudolph-Cleff

124
Ecological space and cognitive geometry: Linking humans and environment in space syntax theory
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025421/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_124.pdf)
Lars Marcus
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125
Exploring children’s perceptions and experiences of outdoor spaces
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025421/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_125.pdf)
Nezire Özgece, Erincik Edgü, Meray Taluğ

126
Cultural cognitive differences in the spatial design of three-dimensional game environments
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025421/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_126.pdf)
Alan Summers

127
How does a child act in a theme park? Searching for the role of space syntax in a child’s cognitive schema
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025421/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_127.pdf)
Zeynep Tarçın Turgay, Nevşet Gül Çanakçıoğlu, Mine Tunçok Sarıberberoğlu
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The Wayback Machine - https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk:80/category/08-space-and-society/

The Bartlett Space Syntax Laboratory (https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/https://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/space-syntax)

(https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/)

08 Space and society

128
A configurational reading of the urban villages and critical implication for their social nature
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_128.pdf)
Wafa Al-Ghatam

129
Prophylactic architecture: Spatial configuration of Leper Colonies
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_129.pdf)
Laura Alecrim, Luiz Amorim

130
A tale of three beaches: Profiling seaside neighbourhoods in Natal, Brazil
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_130.pdf)
Lucy Donegan, Edja Trigueiro

131
The impact of an urban cable-car transport system on the spatial configuration of an informal settlement. The case of
Medellin (https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_131.pdf)
Paul Goodship

132
The interpretation of the spatial distribution of suicides: A comparative study on the social housing and the shanty
town in Korea (https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_132.pdf)
Joo Young Kim, Young Ook Kim

133
Spatial and temporal communication of burglary risk
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_133.pdf)
Manuel Lopez

134
Social networks in space of unplanned settlements in Cairo metropolitan area
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_134.pdf)
Abdelbaseer A. Mohamed, Nabil Mohareb

135
Beyond informality: Traders as space experts in their own informal settlements
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_135.pdf)
Abdelbaseer A. Mohamed, Akkelies van Nes, Mohamed A. Salheen

136
Spatial profiles of urban segments: Assessing place vulnerability to crime ()
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Circe Monteiro, Rafaella Cavalcanti

137
Mapping urban change. The adaptive capacity of coastal fishing villages: The Algarve (Portugal) and Paraná (Brazil)
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_137.pdf)
Mafalda Batista Pacheco, Jussara Silva, Teresa Heitor

138
Relationship between some physical spatial variables and four types of street crimes
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_138.pdf)
Antônio Tarcísio Reis, Thaís Andorffy, Luiza Marcon

139
The perceived safety and spatial behaviour in three different neighbourhoods in Rotterdam
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_139.pdf)
Lisa de Rooij, Akkelies van Nes

140
Perceptions of liveability in the urban realm: Between the physical attributes of the built environment and the anti-
social behaviour of its users (https://web.archive.org/web/20160612114945/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_140.pdf)
Reem Zako
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09 Methodological developments

141
The problem of representation of 3D isovists
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025426/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_141.pdf)
Ruth Conroy Dalton, Nicholas Sheep Dalton

142
Visual protection surface method: Cityscape values in context of tall buildings
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025426/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_142.pdf)
Klara Czyńska, Paweł Rubinowicz

143
Using laser scanning to produce 3D isovists of real environments
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025426/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_143.pdf)
Nicholas Sheep Dalton, Ruth Conroy Dalton, Iwan Peverett, Sarah Clinch

144
Three dimensional isovists for the study of public displays
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025426/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_144.pdf)
Nicholas Sheep Dalton, Ruth Conroy Dalton, Paul Marshall, Iwan Peverett, Sarah Clinch

145
Introducing random walk measures to space syntax
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025426/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_145.pdf)
Dror Fidler, Sean Hanna

146
A unified graph model for line and segment maps
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025426/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_146.pdf)
Lucas Figueiredo

147
Examining ‘edge effects’: Sensitivity of spatial network centrality analysis to boundary conditions
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025426/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_147.pdf)
Jorge Gil

148
The space syntax toolkit: Integrating depthmapX and exploratory spatial analysis workflows in QGIS
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025426/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_148.pdf)
Jorge Gil, Tasos Varoudis, Kayvan Karimi, Alan Penn

149
Classification of areas through quantifiable spatial attributes
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(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025426/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_149.pdf)
Petroula Gkanidou, Martin Austwick, Sean Hanna

150
Analysis of asymmetric spatial configuration
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025426/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_150.pdf)
Mio Naganuma, Tatsuya Kishimoto

151
Parallel planning – An experimental study in spectral graph matching
(https://web.archive.org/web/20160423025426/http://www.sss10.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/SSS10_Proceedings_151.pdf)
Richard Schaffranek

152
Visibility, accessibility and beyond: Next generation visibility graph analysis
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